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H I G H L I G H T S

G R A P H I C A L A B S T R A C T

• In-situ visualization of gas diffusion
process in polymers.
• Neutron radiography and tomography
of gas diffusion in polymers.
• In situ dimensions evolution of polymers
under gas pressure.
• In situ solubility and diffusivity evolu
tion of polymers under gas pressure.
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A novel set-up for monitoring the gas diffusion process in polymers has been developed. This set-up is based on
performing neutron radiography and tomography of polymeric materials under high pressures of gas. Infor
mation about the absorption kinetics of supercritical CO2 was obtained. Additionally, solubility, diffusivity, and
macroscopic changes in the dimensions of the samples can be in-situ obtained through the developed mea
surement technique. This novel approach can be very helpful to analyze the diffusion kinetics in a wide range of
polymers.

1. Introduction
Gas diffusion is a universal phenomenon that happens all over daily
life. From minor issues such as the gas losses in soft-drinks to the
breathing process without which humans could not live. The physics

behind the diffusion phenomena is essential for the understanding of all
these processes.
Besides in nature, gas diffusion has become an essential tool in some
industries. Particularly, methods based on diffusion of supercritical
carbon dioxide (sc-CO2) into polymers are widely used in sectors such as
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automotive, building, food packaging, or pharmaceutical, among others.
For example, pharmacology takes advantage of sc-CO2 by dissolving
different drugs into final porous polymeric matrixes employing a
diffusion process, usually called solvent impregnation method [1–4].
Additionally to pharmacological applications sc-CO2 is a key factor
for some processes implying polymer processing such as impregnation,
extraction or modification of polymeric materials [5]. Gas diffusion is
also a crucial tool to produce microcellular polymers that are industri
ally manufactured for a wide range of applications. Several companies
distribute microcellular polymer products in the form of films, sheets, or
blow molding parts that meet the needs of several applications such as
food packaging, bags, ducts, or industrial pipes [6–8]. Expanded poly
propylene (EPP) parts are also produced via a CO2 diffusion-based
method [9,10]. Gaming pieces, furniture parts, or lightweight con
struction components are made of EPP, but especially the automotive
sector cannot be understood nowadays without these materials; car
bumpers, battery covers, roof pillars, or seat bracing are developed from
this microcellular polymer and distributed by companies all around the
world. The thermal insulation sector especially takes advantage of
microcellular products. Additionally, gas diffusivity plays a key role in
this sector also to produce vacuum insulated panels (VIP), or the study of
gas losses in thermal insulating materials (such as the diffusivity of
pentane out of polyurethane foams)[11–13]. Still, in the cellular poly
mer’s framework, the gas diffusion process is also used to produce new
and promising materials such as nanocellular polymers [14,15].
The control of the diffusion process parameters (such as used pres
sure, temperature, or depressurization rate) as well as the study of the
interaction between the gas and the polymer are critical for the char
acteristics of the final product in all the mentioned applications. When
considering microcellular polymers, parameters such as the final density
or the final cell size of the cellular material are strongly affected by the
diffusion conditions [16–18]. Referring to the impregnation methods,
the amount of the dissolved drug inside the polymer depends on the
saturation pressure, temperature, and time [19–21]. Another topic in
which diffusion phenomena is critical is the development of multilayer
thin films for food packaging applications. Extending the lifetime of food
strongly depends on proper control of gas diffusion (oxygen, nitrogen,
carbon dioxide, and water vapor) through these types of thin films [22].
On the one hand, the interaction between sc-CO2 and polymers has
been studied through spectroscopy methods, such as Raman or IR
spectroscopy [5,23,24]. On the other hand, to understand and control
the diffusion process, it is key to develop experimental methods that
could in-situ measure the diffusion of the gas phase in the polymeric
matrix. A commonly used technique is the magnetic suspension balance,
presenting this method multiple drawbacks. On the one hand, during the
diffusion experiment, the material suffers a volume change (swelling)
necessary to consider in the mass measurement. Some authors already
solved this limitation by implementing a visual complementary method
accounting for the swelling effect [26]. On the other hand, this tech
nique only allows obtaining a global measurements of parameters such
as solubility and diffusivity, being not possible to have spatial resolution
[25]. However, it is not easy to develop improved alternatives based on
in-situ measurements. Experiments to characterize the diffusion of a gas
in a polymeric material need to be carried out inside a pressure vessel
suitable for achieving the high-pressure atmosphere required. This
constitutes a major drawback for the analysis of these processes, firstly,
because pressure vessels are typically made of heavy elements such as
steel what makes difficult the use of common non-destructive imaging
systems, such as X-rays due to the high attenuation when passing
through these heavy elements and the low contrast between the gas and
the background [27]. Secondly, when working with gas-solid systems, it
is impossible to freeze the process so spatial resolution can only be ob
tained through in-situ techniques. Taking these ideas in mind, it is
possible to guess that cold neutrons offer a perfect alternative due to
their weak interaction with matter what makes them very penetrating,
being possible to visualize what is happening inside a metal cell.

Additionally, the interaction of neutrons with chemical elements varies
randomly across the periodic table, leading to high contrast [28].
In this paper, a pioneering set-up to perform in situ radiography and
tomography experiments of the gas dissolution process in solid materials
under high-pressure atmospheres is presented and used to characterize
the behavior of two different polymers, polystyrene (PS) and poly
methylmethacrylate (PMMA), under CO2. This system allows moni
toring the whole process thanks to the use of cold neutrons, gathering
information about the sc-CO2 absorption kinetics. Furthermore, it allows
obtaining information about the morphological changes in 3D in the
saturated system. Thus, qualitative and quantitative information
regarding the swelling, the solubility and the diffusivity have been ob
tained for two different polymeric systems studied at different diffusion
conditions.
2. Theoretical background
Fick’s second law describes the diffusion of the gas inside a polymer,
according to Eq. 1,

∂C
→
= ∇(D∇ C)
∂t

(1)

where C is the concentration of gas and D is the diffusion coefficient
[29]. Different saturation conditions induce different behaviors in the
gas/polymer system; for example, higher pressures lead to higher solu
bilities and diffusivities, while higher temperatures imply lower solu
bilities but also an increase of the velocity of diffusion of the gas
[30–32]. Furthermore, polymers suffer an increase in their volume when
gas diffuses inside them, an effect known as swelling. Swelling is
dependent on the saturation conditions as well as on the polymer and
gas nature [33,34].
Other essential concept in this work is neutron transmittance. The
attenuation of a neutron beam passing through a polymer is due to
coherent and incoherent scattering and absorption of neutrons by the
nuclei conforming the polymer chains (carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen).
The transmission of neutrons T, through a polymer can be described by
Beer’s law [35–37]:
/
T = I I0 = e− μ⋅l
(2)
where I is the intensity through the sample, I0 is the incident intensity, μ
is the attenuation coefficient and l is the radius of the sample (for cy
lindrical samples). The introduction of a new phase inside the polymer,
such as CO2, leads to a decrease of the total transmission and therefore
an increase in the attenuation coefficient, due to the scattering and
absorption of neutrons by the gas, being now the attenuation coefficient
a combination of the contributions given by the polymer and the dis
solved gas [38]. Therefore, the sorption process of gas inside the poly
mer should result in a change of the transmittance and the attenuation
coefficient that can be related with the parameters defining the diffusion
process, such as solubility, i.e., the amount of absorbed gas, or diffu
sivity, the rate at which gas penetrates the polymer.
3. Experimental section
3.1. Materials
Commercial cylindrical polymeric samples with 4 mm in diameter of
polystyrene (PS) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) have been used
in the diffusion experiments.
PMMA V825T has been kindly supplied by ALTUGLAS® Interna
tional (Colombes, France). This polymer presents a density of 1.19 g/
cm3 with a glass transition temperature of 114 ◦ C (measured by DSC)
and a melt flow index of 1.92 g/10 min (measured at 200 ◦ C with 5 kg of
weight).
EDISTIR® N 2380 by Versalis Eni Group has a density of 1.05 g/cm3,
2
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accompanied with a glass transition temperature of 104 ◦ C and a melt
flow index of 2 g/10 min (measured at 200 ◦ C with 5 kg of weight).

pressures of 20 MPa. Additionally, a heating blanket (6) (12 V/12 W)
and a temperature controller make it possible to reach temperatures up
to 80 ◦ C.
The whole installation allows performing experiments with a wide
range of saturation parameters (gas pressure and temperature). In this
work, diffusion experiments were performed under pressures ranging
from 10 to 20 MPa, temperatures of 40 ◦ C and 60 ◦ C and times of 5–11 h
and the results have been analyzed in different ways that are explained
in the next paragraphs.

3.2. Set up description
Experiments were performed at the neutron imaging instrument at
the BER-2 research reactor of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, CONRAD 2
[39,40]. This curved guide of the reactor filters the high-energy neu
trons and gammas from the core of the reactor achieving a neutron
spectrum at the end of the guide that presents a maximum of 2.5 Å, that
is, cold neutrons, that allow performing high-resolution tomography.
For this study, a pinhole diameter of 2 cm was used reflected in colli
mating ratios L/D of 500. A high-resolution detector system with a pixel
size of 13.5 µm yielded a spatial resolution of 23.36 µm with a field of
view of 30 × 30 cm2. The detector exposure time was fixed in 1 s, and
each tomography experiment consisted of a set of 600 projections
covering an angular interval of 360◦ . One tomography was completed
every 10 min resulting in total measuring times from 8 to 14 h.
The set-up to perform the diffusion experiments is shown in Fig. 1. It
was placed on the rotation table at the end of the line with the neutron
beam pointing at the pressure pipe where the sample of interest is
placed. The novelty of this apparatus relies on the possibility of per
forming high-resolution tomographies of a rotating sample under high
pressures of gas. On the one hand, credit is due to the small eccentricity
achieved with the rotation system, and on the other hand, to the whole
self-constructed set-up that allows reaching high pressures while the
sample is rotating. As shown in Fig. 1, the rotation system attached to
the rotation table comprises a magnetic stirrer (2) (Mini 100 from
PREMEX GmbH) connected to a self-constructed sample holder (5),
through a connector ensuring the non-eccentric rotation (3). The sample
holder is provided with some screws guaranteeing the immobility of the
sample during the whole experiment. This sample holder is placed inside
the aluminum pipe acting as pressure vessel (4), that is connected with a
CO2 bottle and a gas booster, allowing the system to work up to

3.3. Ex situ calibration
An ex-situ calibration was performed to verify the proposed method.
The experiment was carried out in the set-up described as follows. The
system comprises a pressure vessel (model PARR 4681) provided by Parr
Instrument Company (Moline, IL, USA) that allows working at 41 MPa
combined with 350 ◦ C of temperature. In order to provide the vessel
with the required pressure, a pressure pump (model SFT-10) supplied by
Supercritical Fluid Technologies Inc. (Newark, DE, USA) is used. On the
other hand, the control of the temperature is accomplished through a
thermal jacket of 1200 W connected to a temperature controller (CAL
3000). Five saturation experiments were performed in this set-up with
different saturation times from 30 min to 14 h. After each experiment,
the amount of gas uptake was determined by doing an extrapolation of
the mass vs time curve at zero time, with a desorption time (time from
the release of the pressure to the first mass measure) of 1.5 min in all the
experiments [41].
3.4. Radiography
The proposed set-up, together with the acquisition method and data
processing, allows to in-situ measure for the first time in 3D the changes
taking place in a polymer subjected to an sc-CO2 diffusion process. To
obtain the maximum amount of information, the acquired tomographies
have been analyzed in two different ways. Firstly, the projection images,
this is, the raw data obtained, have been investigated, obtaining images
like that shown in Fig. 2. These projection images, initially obtained as a
16-bit grayscale map, were later treated to produce color images
improving this way the visual dynamic range. The transmission through
the cylinder has been calculated by considering the intensity I as the
average gray value of a region of interest inside the sample and the
initial intensity I0 as the mean gray value of the region of interest outside
of the sample but inside the pipe vessel (Fig. 2). Five images per to
mography at different time instants for every experiment have been
analyzed by following the same procedure, calculating the temporal
evolution of transmissivity of the gas-polymer system.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the used set-up for performing the in-situ diffusion
experiments.

Fig. 2. Image for the radiography analysis of the samples. Two examples of the
region of interest considered in determining the transmittance are showed.
3
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3.5. Tomography
The second approach to analyze the data is to use the tomography
data in 3D. Tomography experiments were reconstructed using the
filtered back-projection algorithm implemented in the commercial
software tool Octopus [42]. The reconstruction process yields
cross-section images of the material in which the pixels take values
reflecting the corresponding neutron attenuation coefficients [43]. One
direct application of these measurements is determining the volume
increase of the samples (swelling).
Due to polymers are strong absorbers of cold neutrons, the recon
structed cross-section of the material shows a central region darker than
the edges. The beam hardening effect causes this lack of linearity in the
line profile through the sample. Therefore prior to the tomography
reconstruction, it is necessary to apply a beam hardening correction
algorithm implemented in Octopus. Afterward, a noise filter is used, and
the position of the center of rotation is calculated as well as the offset
angle of the same axis of rotation [44]. Afterward, the alignment of the
vertical slices is carried out to correct the horizontal displacement of the
center of rotation along with the sample’s height. Each tomography
reconstruction consists of a set of 1000 cross-section images that are
later averaged to enhance any absorption changes through the sample.
This procedure results in a single cross-section image per tomography
where each voxel depicts the average attenuation coefficient of the
sample during the experiment time. By following the same procedure for
each tomography, the temporal evolution of the radial profile of the
attenuation coefficient can be obtained (Fig. 3).
The in-depth analysis described has led to the visualization of the
whole diffusion process and quantifying the parameters defining it.

Fig. 4. Time evolution of swelling for the different experiments.

Polystyrene present much more smaller values of swelling, less than
5% for the experiments performed at 40 ◦ C and with saturation pres
sures of 10 and 20 MPa, which is related with the much lower solubility
of CO2 in this polymer, around 9 wt% in comparison with values higher
than 25 wt% for PMMA.
The final obtained values agree with those shown in the bibliog
raphy. For PMMA, Nikitin et al. reported swelling values between 22%
and 29% for 38 ◦ C of saturation temperature and pressures between 9
and 20 MPa [46]. While Rajendran et al. presented values between 20%
and 23% for 50 ◦ C of saturation temperature and pressures from 12 to
19 MPa [47,48]. Values in the literature for PS show swelling values
around 20% for pressures smaller than 20 MPa and low temperatures
[33]. It can be concluded that our method has enough resolution to
detect morphological changes during the gas diffusion process.

4. Results
4.1. Swelling
Firstly, morphological changes in the polymer due to gas diffusion
were quantified. As Fig. 3 illustrates, gas absorption involves an increase
in the total diameter of the sample (swelling). By knowing the initial
radius of the cylinder, it is possible to quantify the percentage of volume
increase of the sample during the whole diffusion experiment. Obtained
results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1.
Swelling values for PMMA are high in the conditions used in these
experiments (between 25% and 30% volume increment). This is due to
the high solubility of CO2 in this polymer which is known to be a CO2philic polymer [45].
Changes between saturation conditions and between polymers are
detected. Thus, when maintaining the saturation temperature in 40 ◦ C,
PMMA shows an increase of the swelling from 24.1% to 30.47% with a
saturation pressure increment from 10 to 20 MPa. The change in the
volume as a consequence of gas diffusion is closely related to the amount
of gas uptake (from 20.06% to 23.17%). A higher saturation pressure
leading to a higher amount of gas uptake results in a higher increase in
the volume of the material.
This volume increment is also affected by the saturation tempera
ture, as it can be seen for PMMA samples. An increase in saturation
temperature from 40 to 60 ◦ C leads to higher mobility of polymeric
chains, leading to a slightly higher swelling for similar solubilities.

5. Radiography
As previously commented the gas absorption leads to a change in the
neutron transmittance through the cylinder that can be calculated with
radioscopy analysis. On the other hand, as explained before, the swelling
is directly related to gas diffusion inside the polymer. To obtain the
evolution of the transmittance with time, it is necessary to process the
radioscopy data together with the swelling measurements previously
obtained. The radius (l) of the sample is increasing during the experi
ment, so to obtain comparable transmittance values along time, a factor
considering this radius increase was introduced normalizing this way all
the transmittance values to the initial diameter of the sample (l0 ). Thus,
the normalized transmittance, T0 , can be calculated from the trans
mittance T measured in any time through Eq. 3 directly derived from
Eq. 2.
T0 = T l0 /l

(3)

where l0 is the initial radius and l is the radius at a given time.
After the radiography analysis, graphs as that shown in Fig. 5a were
obtained. It can be seen how the method allows detecting the decrease of

Fig. 3. Time evolution of the cross-section images obtained through tomography analysis for the sample saturated at 10 MPa and 40 ◦ C.
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Table 1
Data the experiments. Saturation pressures, saturation time, solubility, diffusivity and swelling.
Material
PMMA
PMMA
PMMA
PMMA
PS
PS

Saturation pressure (MPa)
10
15
20
16
10
20

Saturation temp. (◦ C)
40
40
40
60
40
40

Saturation time (h)
10.6
7.1
4.7
4.7
11.1
7.1

Solubility (wt%)
20.06
21.86
23.17
21.23
8.93
9.24

Diffusivity (cm2/s)
− 6

1.1⋅10
2.0⋅10−
4.0⋅10−
3.9⋅10−
1.0⋅10−
1.8⋅10−

6
6
6
6
6

Swelling (vol%)
24.10
26.66
30.47
27.22
4.29
4.85

Fig. 5. a) Example of the transmittance evolution with time for the sample of PMMA saturated at 10 MPa and 40 ◦ C. b) Solubility values obtained during the whole
experiment for all the tests carried out.

the transmittance due to gas diffusion; the introduction of the second
phase (the gas) is leading to a higher neutron absorption reflected in the
measured transmittance values. This significant change gives us the
chance to quantify the total amount of gas absorbed, that is, the solu
bility in the sample, in each instant of time. The initial transmittance
(T0 ) is related to the initial amount of gas C0 , it means zero, and the final
value of transmittance, Tf is linked with the final amount of CO2 uptake
Cf . This final amount of gas Cf is calculated as the percentage of weight
increment of the gas-polymer mixture. This weight was experimentally
measured by means of weighting the sample immediately after the
whole experiment in a precision balance and extrapolating the data to
zero desorption time [49]. Desorption time was fixed to be 2.5 min in all
the performed experiments. Then, the amount of gas inside the sample
for each instant of time (Ci ) can be obtained using Eq. 4:

Ci = Cf ⋅

Ti − T0
Tf − T0

(4)

Through this equation CO2 absorption curves can be obtained
(Fig. 5b).
To verify the performed calibration, an ex-situ experiment was car
ried out with the same PMMA by saturating this material at 15 MPa and
60 ◦ C of saturation pressure and temperature, respectively as explained
in the experimental section.
The obtained experimental points were compared with the obtained
curve by using neutrons transmission. As it can be seen in Fig. 6a, an
accurate fitting between the two set of experimental data were obtained.
Desorption time is smaller in this ex-situ calibration as previously
commented, however values in both methods fit meaning that the
approximation to zero desorption time is valid in this range of times.
The solubility data measured in the paper are clearly related to the

Fig. 6. a) Comparison between ex-situ sorption experiments with the in-situ solubility curve obtained with the method proposed in the paper. b) Linear relationship
between solubility and pressure in the studied range for PMMA.
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used saturation conditions. As it can be seen in Fig. 5 and Table 1 when
fixing the saturation temperature at 40 ◦ C, an increase in the saturation
pressure from 10 MPa to 20 MPa results in a raise of solubility for PMMA
from 20 wt% to 23 wt%. As well as for PS from 8.93 wt% to 9.24 wt%.
Different models give the dependence of solubility with pressure.
The simplest one is Henry model that relates solubility linearly with
pressure through the Henry constant kD . Although this relationship fits
for a wide range of process parameters and polymers, non-linear models
are sometimes needed such as the Langmuir or Dual models [29,50,51].
Fig. 6b shows the fitting for the obtained data in this work for PMMA.
Assuming that no pressure is associated to zero solubility, data points

6. Tomography
The reconstructed tomography slices analysis allows obtaining the
temporal evolution of the diffusion profile of gas inside the polymer and
determining the diffusivity and the saturation time. As it was shown in
Fig. 3, the cross-section of the sample shows, on the one hand, radial
changes in the attenuation coefficient, and on the other hand, the tem
poral evolution of this radial profile. These differences are due to the gas
penetrating the sample; the lighter shades signal the lack of gas in the
solid, while the darkest ones mark this second phase inside the polymer.
It is clear how the gas radially advances from the surface of the sample to
the center up to reach the full saturation when the tones inside the
cylinder are homogeneous.
The radial and temporal evolutions can be quantified by merely
representing the radial profile of the normalized attenuation coefficient
for each tomography. Fig. 7a shows an example of these curves PMMA at
MPa and 40 ◦ C. This normalized radial profile represents the Fick law’s
solution for diffusing a gas inside a cylinder with a diffusion coefficient
dependent on the pressure [56]. Therefore, it is possible to experimen
tally determine the concentration distribution of gas inside the cylinder
and to in-situ follow the evolution of this profile, thanks to the method
developed in this work.
The evolution of the concentration profile is related to the velocity of
penetration of the gas inside of the polymer.
So as to calculate diffusivity from the normalized attenuation coef
ficient profiles showed in Fig. 7a. it was assumed that the time of
diffusion is given by the following equation [56]:

adjust to the dual model, by using CH = 21.5, b = 0.59 and kD = 0.17. In
addition, limiting the analysis to the range of used pressures the
measured data fit properly with Henry equation by using a value of kD =
0.3.
Conversely, when maintaining the saturation pressure at 15 MPa, the
increase in the saturation temperature from 40 ◦ C to 60 ◦ C is translated
in a solubility reduction (Table 1). Attending to Eq. 5, the dependence of
the solubility with temperature is given by Arrhenius equation [52]:
)
(
ΔHs
S = S0 exp −
(5)
RTsat
′

where S0 is the preexponential factor, ΔHs is the heat of sorption, R is the
gas constant, and Tsat is the saturation temperature. Taking into account
that the heat of sorption is negative for CO2/PMMA system [41], an
increase in the saturation temperature results in a decrease in the sol
ubility as it is measured by approach proposed in this paper.
Although solubility would depend on the characteristics of the used
PMMA, data in the literature for saturation temperatures between 40
and 60 ◦ C, range between 20 and 25 wt% that are similar to the values
measured a in this work [46,53].
Regarding PS, solubility values are much smaller than for PMMA,
fact also supported by the literature [54], although the sorption dy
namics is slower for 10 MPa, the final amount of gas uptake is similar,
9.2 wt% for 10 MPa and 9.6 wt% for 20 MPa. This fact has been re
ported in different papers and for various saturation temperatures were
it was demonstrated that solubility on PS firstly increases with the in
crease of pressure up to pressure were the solubility almost stabilizes
[30,54,55]. The differences between the solubility of PMMA and PS at
the same saturation conditions are high. PMMA absorbs at least 10%
more gas than PS.

t≈

r2
2D

(6)

The marked peak in Fig. 7a. shows the penetration depth of the gas
inside the polymer for each time. By following the evolution of this peak
position as a function of time, the diffusivity can be calculated as shown
in Fig. 7b. Additionally, when the gas reaches the center of the cylinder
it can be affirmed that the material is saturated, being this instant
selected as the saturation time.
Experiments were analyzed following the described method. Fig. 8
shows how saturation conditions affect both diffusivity and saturation
time for PMMA.
The dependence of the diffusion coefficient with pressure in the
range under study is given by the following equation [56]:
D = a + bP + cP2

(7)

Fig. 7. a) Time evolution of the neutron intensity along the radius of the sample of PMMA saturated at 10 MPa and 40 ◦ C. b) Example of the procedure followed to
obtain the gas position inside the material as a function of the square root of time from the profiles representing the normalized attenuation coefficient as a function
of the normalized radius.
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Fig. 8. Gas position inside the cylinder as a function of the square root of time
to determine diffusivity and saturation time for the PMMA samples.

Fig. 9. Diffusivity as a function of saturation pressure, adjusted with Eq. 7.

Fig. 9 shows the data obtained in this work fitted with Eq. 7, with
constant values of a = 1.0⋅10− 8 ; b = 8.4⋅10− 9 ; c = 2.4⋅10− 8 . It is clear
that an increase in the pressure results in a faster absorption diffusivity
(diffusivity during the absorption experiment following Fick’s laws),
translating in smaller saturation times (Table 1).
One mechanism that could be playing a role in the pressure depen
dence of diffusivity is the following one: When the gas diffuses in and
starts saturating the polymer matrix, it is well known that Tg is being
reduced. This reduction of Tg is particularly strong for PMMA. The
reduction of the Tg favors mobility of the polymer matrix and due to this
an increase in diffusivity is expected. Therefore, two different aspects
may explain the strong dependence of diffusivity with pressure. In the
one hand, the direct effect of increasing pressure that increases the
driving force for diffusion and the indirect effect of saturating a polymer
with a large dependence of Tg with the gas absorbed.
Conversely, the dependence with the temperature is given by an
Arrhenius type equation [41].
(
)
ΔHD
D = D0 exp −
(8)
RT

visualizing and in-situ measuring all the physical process of the diffusion
phenomenon, that up to now were hidden, being possible to obtain key
parameters to understand and finely control the diffusion process in
polymers. This set-up can be used to obtain important novel information
of applicability is various sectors of polymer science and technology
such as pharmacology, cellular polymers and multi layered thin films.
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where D0 is the pre-exponential factor and ΔHD is the activation energy
for the diffusion process. Although some exceptions have been reported
[41], activation energy is usually positive for gas/polymer systems, so
an increase in the temperature leads to higher sorption diffusivities.
That is the case in this work (Table 1), where an increase of the
temperature from 40 ◦ C to 60 ◦ C doubles the diffusivity. The change is,
in fact, equivalent to increase the pressure from 15 to 20 MPa.
Obtained data fit well with those previously reported. PMMAs with
different molecular weights present sorption diffusivities ranging
10− 6–10− 7 cm2/s [46,53].
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